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and i will be as sincere as possible to you

your sincerity will deepen you as a human being 

your sincerity in your love to your partner will reflect your authenticity

so then it is so beautiful

to be with one person and to be total 

and hope for the best

no need for marriage

you have the authority 

marriage means you are not certain

if you are certain

that i am going to live with this man my whole life

you will say…what a joke !

i do not need certificate…i can certify you…

my love is certificate enough !

osho is against imprisonment

you are free

you are a free being of light

searching the ultimate freedom

to reach the ultimate state of freedom

you must be free

no chains…

nothing…

no rules…

no obedience…

freedom towards the ultimate freedom

freedom brings a certain integrity

you cannot blame it on others now

the moment you are free

for the first moment you are responsible now

it is not easy to be free

freedom brings its own responsibilities

osho is not against marriage

you can get married to your lover under a tree

you simply go with your lover to the tree…i love him…he loves me… 

we are going to live together

some leaf will fall

that leaf falling...you pick it up and that is your certificate

why you need a priest to watch ?

who is he to give you the certificate ?

he does not even know you !

he cannot even handle his own marriage !

he is unqualified to give you a certificate with authority

love is authority unto itself

if you feel that there is sincerity

that you need to deepen your relationship 

with a single individual then continue                                             

because soul also needs a deepening

it is beautiful to grow your roots deeper and deeper with one being

sometimes it will be good…

sometimes it will be bad…

you have to give and take in a relationship

then marriage is perfectly beautiful

he is not against marriage

he is for freedom

if freedom comes with your marriage

how beautiful !

what a beauty !

you are not here to be jailed for life

love is not a crime

there is no court

you do not need to go to any church to get married

go to the sun…the moon…the stars…the river…the ocean…the trees…

and you decide with your lover that today is the day
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